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o. A elose look at Mal).müd al-Kasyarlls Dlwan reveals that he is one of the
most important medieval philologians. But this does not mean that his Dlwan
does not contain unelear or contradictory passages, errors, mİstakes and other
deviations from reality or truth. A part of these mistakes, errors, ete. may be
due to the fact that we only possess alater copy of the Dlwan, which was
completed in 1266. 1 In this small artiele, i shall discuss some of these
problematic passages. As for to the text of Kasyarıls Dlwan and its
translation, i will rely on the edition of DANKOFF/KELLY (= DK)2 and the
facsimile of the KÜLTÜR BAKANLlGI 1990.

1. The use of the term Türk in the Dlwan is ambiguous. First1y, Türk

İs used
to designate the Turkic peoples as a whole. Secondly, in remarks on the Oyuz
dialect, Türk designates the non-Oyuz Turkic peoples, the dialectes) of which
do not exhibit Oyuz features focused within his remarks (see some examples
in 7).3 Thirdly, Türk seems to be describing a part of the core population of
the Karakhanid state, i.e. the Cigi1. 4 The term Türk also appears in the list of

See DK i ıo; according to TEKELI (1985, 5, and 1986, 5) the copyist did not know
Turkic well and could not master Arabic.
2
3
4

If transliterations of Turkic expressions and transcriptions of the Arabic text are not
of direct interest, theyare omitted.
See alsa DK i 4: "The word 'Turk' is spelled 'Türk' where it is used to indicate a
dialect group (generallyas opposed to Oyuz = Türkma:n). ii
According to DK 4-5 "the language described Isc.: in Kasyari's Diwanl is called
'Turkiyya' (here translated 'Turkic'); it is basically the dialect of the important Cigil
tribe, belonging to the Karakhanid confederation .... In particular, Kasyarı gives
equal weight to two main dialect "rolips: that of the 'Turks' (including Cigil,
Tuxsi, ete.), and that of the 'Turkmaı ' or Oyuz' ... ii.
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dialects of Turkic tribes which Kasyari claims to have known. Thus he writes:
"I have traveled throughout their citİes and steppes, and have learned their
dialects and theİr rhymes; those of the Turks, the Turkman-Ol'uz, the CigiI,
the Yayma, and the Qirqiz" CK 3/DK I 70). If the translation of DK is correct,
Türk is used in a sense different from a simple "non-Turkman-Ol'uz" and
"Karakhanid-Cigil" .
2. According to KasI'ari, the name Türk is given to the ancestors of the Turks
by no one less than God himself. Thus we find under the heading Türk:
"Name of the son of Noah. 5 ... i state that at-Turk is the name given by God.
This İs on the authority of the venerable Shaykh and Imam, al-I:fusayn ıbn
Khalaf al-KasI'ari, who was told by ıbn al-Gharqi, who said: it was
transmitted to us by the Shaykh, Abü Bakr al-MuI'id al-Jarjara)i, known as
ıbn Abi-d-Dunya, in his bo ok On the End of Time (al-mu)allaffi axir az-

zaman), with his chaİn of transmission going back to the Prophet, God bless
him aı1d give him peace, who said: "God, exalted and mighty, says, 'I have a
host whom I have called at-Turk and whom i have set in the East; when i am
wroth over any people i will make them sovereign above thern.'" This İs an
excellence of theirs above the rest of created beings; that He the most high
took it upon himself to name them; that He settled them in the most exalted
spot and in the finest air on Earth; that he called them his own army. Not to
mention their other virtues , such as beauty, elegance, refinement, politeness,
reverence, respect for elders, loyalty, modesty, dignity and courage, all of
which serve to justify their praises unnumbered." CK 176f./DK i 273f.).
From a canonİcal Islamic point of view, such a tradition does not exist. The
same holds true for the book of ıbn Abi-d-Dunya mentioned by Kasyari.
According to DK i 274, fn. 1, the name of this book "is not found among the
works of the famous ıbn Abi-d-Dunya."
Furthermore,

İn

the introduction of the Diwan, we find a non-existing Hadith

CK 2f./DK i 70). Kasyari is careful enough to ascribe this Hadith to hearsay
going back to anonymous religious authorities of Bukhara Cone of the
centers of medieval Jslamİc theology). According to this Hadith, the Prophet
c.;

Besie!es we have: "Theyall trace baek to Turk. son of Japhet. son of Noah, God's
blessing be upon theın -- they correspone! to the ehildren of Rüm, son of I:sau.
son of Isaac, son of Abrahaın. God's blessİııg be upon them." (K 20/DK r R2). This
contracliction may be solvee!. if we assume that "son of Noah" in the passage citee!
in the text simpıy means "offı;;pring of Noalı".
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Muhammad himself had announced the coming of the Oyuz and encouraged
the study of their language. 6
These passages reve al a special aspect of Kasyari's Dlwan: it is not only a
dictionary and encyclopedia of Turkic languages and peoples, but alsa a kind
of political text, in which the author tries to legitimize the ruling position of
the Turkic newcomers (Seljuks and Karakhanids) İn the Islamic world and to
give them an appropriate and legitimate place between the Muslim and nonMuslim peoples of this time.? Even the "infide!" enemies of Islam, the Rum
(the Byzantines), have-according to Kasyari-such a genealogy: theyare
said to be the offspring of Esau, son of Isaac (see fn. 5). If we accept the idea
6

7

"When i saw that Gad most High had caused the Sun of Fortune to rise in the
Zodiac of the Turks, and set their Kingdam among the spheres of Heaven; that He
called them "Turk", and gaye them Rule; making them kings of the Age and,
placing in their hands the reins of temporal authority; appointing them over all
mankind, and directing them to the Right; that He strengthened those who are
affiliated to them and those who endeavor on their behalf; so that they attain from
them the utmost of their desire, and delivered from the ignominy of the slavish
rabble; - [then i saw thatl every man of reason must attach himself to them, or
else expose himself to their falIing arrows. And there is no better way to approach
them than by speaking their own tongue, thereby bending their ear, and inclining
their heart. And when one of their foes comes over to their side, they keep him
secure from fear of them; then others may take refuge with him, and all fear of
harm be gone. i heard from one of the trustworthy informants among the Imams of
Bukhara, and from anather Imam of the people of Nishapur: both of the m reported
the following tradition, and both had a chain of transmission going back to the
Apostle of Gad, may Gad bless him and grant him peace. When he was speaking
about the signs of the Hour and the trİals of the end of Time, and he mentioned the
emergence of the Oyuz Turks, he said: "Learn the tongue of the Turks, for their
reign will be long." Now if this hadith is sound - and the burden of proof is on
those two - the learning it is a religious duty; and if it is not sound, stiıı Wisdom
demands it." (K 2f.1DK i 70).
According to TEKELI (1986, 5) these passages show that Kasyari "was a scientist
who believed firmly in what he set out to do, and admirer of Turks and a patriotlı;
this is the English translation of TEKELI (1985, 5), where we find "... Kaşgarlı
Mahmut, vatansever, Türklere hayran, yaptığı işe yürekten inanan bir bilim
adamıdır". In the same sense DK 5 states that "All of this [sc. information given in
the Diwan] is prime data on medieval Turkdom, collected on the spot by an expert
'field investigator' who was convinced of the supremacy of the Turks in God's
design ... " This does not contradict the assumptian that the Oiwan had alsa
propagandistic function. lt is interesting to see that TEKELI (ı 985 and ı 986) does
not make any critical remarks to the obvioıısly wrong citation of ıbn Abi-d-Ounya
and the non-existing Hadiths.
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of a (perhaps only secondary) kind of propagandistic function of the text, the
mentioning of mythical genealogies and the doubtful or non-existing Hadiths
are not errors or mistakes, but rather rhethorical tricks and orations to please
the Turkic ruling classes and to impress their Arabic and Persian speaking
subjects. lt is likely that Kas"{arı himself did not believe in each and every one
of these citations. Especially in the case of the Hadith, he himself has same
reservations concerning its correctness. But the citation not only stresses the
special position of the Turks among all other peoples and additionally helps
to underscore the special position of the Oyuz among the Turks. This could
be from a strategic stands, since Kas"{arı lived in Baghdad, which was ruled
by the Seljuks, a sub-group of the O"{uz. Despite the fact that Kas"{aı-ı does
not consider their language as being the "most correct" and "most elegant" of
the Turkic languages, it is this language that receives preference in the Hadith
(see 5). Thus the majority of dİalectal remarks are concerning O"{uz Turkic,
anel Kas"{arı only gives a detailed list of the sub-branches of the O"{uz ("along
with the brands of their cattle, since people need to know them", K 20/DK i
82).
3. According to Kas"{aı-I's introduction to the Dıwan, the Turks consist of
twenty tribes, each of them having many sub-tribes (K 20/DK i 82). He
claims to name only the main tribes without their sub-branches (except in the
case of O"{uz-Türkman). But the given number of twenty is not in accordance
with the number of Turkic trİbal names we find in the Dlwan. In the
introduction, we find two lists of names; each of these lists contains ten
tribes. But in other parts of the Dıwan, Kas"{arı remarks that some of these
tribes do not speak Turkic at all, while same possess Turkic as a second
language. Besiele the two lists in the introeluction, there ap pe ar names of other
tribes in the dictionaı-y which are said to be Tl1rks. These "dictionary tribes"
are not described as sub-tribes of the "list tribes" -and as in the case of the
"list tribes" same of them do not even speak Tl1rkic_ And even if we-different from Kas'yarı-consider speaking Tl1rkic as a criteria for being Turk, i
see no way to reach Kas"{aı-I's claim that there are twenty Tl1rkic tribes.
3.1 Let us first examine the two lists of names that appear in the introduction
anel their representation on the map added to the Dıwan (K 22-3/in DK i
between pp. 82 and 83). The first list mentions ten Turkic peoples living
from West to East between Rüm (Byzantium) and Şın (China) (K 20/DK i
http://www.turkdilleri.org
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82): Bacanak - Qifcaq - Oruz - YemakS - Ba.~yirt - Basmil - Qay - Yabaqu 9 Tatar - Qirqiz. The second list gives ten tribes "middIing between South and
North" (K 2l/DK i 82): Cigil - Tuxsf - Yayma 10 - Oyraq - Caruq - Cömül Uirur - TmJut - Xitay ("which is Şfn") - Tawrac ("which is Maşfn"). i i In
contradiction to Kasyarı's promise to showall the tribes on the map, many of
them are missing. Of course this-as all the other problematic and
contradictory phenomena connected with the map-may be due to an
incorrect copying of the map as well as of the text.

3.1.1 More or less in the north eastem quadrant of the map we find from
West to East-in accordance with the order of the first list-Bacanak (West
of, e.g., Rüs and a large lake which we must consider as a hybrid of the
Caspian Sea and Lake Aral, named baf:ır Abiskün), 12 Qifcaq (at both si des of
this lake), and Oyuz (a part of them together with the eastern part of
Qifcaq).13 Farther to the East there are the deserts of Basmil and Tatar.
According to the list, both tribes should be mu ch farther to the East. The
S
9

LO

For the Kimak-Yemak problem see, e.g., GOLDEN 1993, 202ff.
According to GOLDEN (1993,164) "probably, Yapaqu".
Different from DK, ı prefer to write Tuxsi and Yayma with -T and
are written with y(i and alif in word-final position.

-a, because they

ii

From my point of view the designations Şfn and Mlişın can best be explained as a
special kind of Arabic (Semitic) paranomasia (muZliwağa, see, e.g., EI 823) called
itbıt. The same type we meet with the biblical peoples Gog and Magog which are
also mentioned in the Dfwlin in the form Yağüğ and Mağüğ (K 24/DK i 83). Mqst
. probably their names became a model for ŞTn and Mil.yTn which probably are to be
interpreted as 'China and something like China'. My thanks to Manfred Kropp for
the Arabic technical terms.

12

Theyare most probably identica! with the Pechenegs. At the same time BaCiinlik is
the name of one of the 22 tribes of the Oghuz, see K 42/DK ı J 04.

13

One part of the Oghuz is located West of ğabal Qarilğuq in billidu'l-Gıızziyya, the
other part is East of this mountain region in maskan Qifcaq va'ı-Guzziyya. This
may refIect the fact that the Oghuz broke off in the tenth century into two groups,
one group (Ied by SaIJük and his successors) moving to the Middle and Near East to
develop to modern Western Oghuz, the others remaining with the Kipchaks to
become the modern Türkmen. On the other hand we hear about the Turkman that
they consisted of 22 sub-tribes. see also 3.2. J. if these sub-tribes are identical with
the sub-tribes of the Oyuz, the dissolution of the Oyuz must have atfected each and
every of their sub-tribes. Then the tribal organization of the modern Türkmen
should have developed later. But it is also possible (and perhaps very probable) that
the information given by Kasyari contains some truth, but needs further
interpretation.
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Basmil are shown to liye West of an triangular lake, which may be Lake
Balkhash, because the River Ili (wadf fla) flows İnto it. The Tatar are shown
somehow South of the Basmİl at the western bank s of the River Ili. 14 East of
them, at the eastem banks of the River Ili, and c10se to the triangular lake, the
Basyirt are shown. The map of the Diwan incorrectly shows the River Irtysh
(Artis) to flow into Lake Balkhash (according to my estimation). Farther to
the East, on the western banks of the upper part of the River Irtysh, we find
the Yemak. This is a discrepancy since their position in the list between Oyuz
and Basyirt differs from their position on the map. East of the Basyirt, at the
western banks of a river, for which no name İs giyen, we find the Qay.
Among the tribes of the West-to-East list Yabaqu and Qirqiz unfortunately
do not appear on the map. Despite this, on the map, we find the River Yamar,
which according to the dictionary passes through the steppes of the Yabaqu
(K 4S6/DK II 161). Therefore, we know roughly where to place them on the
map. if the combination of the dictionary data and the map İs correct, they
should have lived East of the Qay. This is in accordance with their place İn
the list. if this was the case, they would have lived East of the Tatar. However,
this is in contradiction to their position in the list, which - according to the
author-the tribes "are listed in order [from West] to East" (K 20/DK i 82).
The differences between the positions of the tribaI names İn the list and their
configuration on the map can be demonstrated as follows:
Bacanak - Qifcaq - Oyuz - Yemak - Basyirt - Basrnil - Qay - Yabaqu Tatar - Qirqiz
Bacanak - Qifcaq - Oyuz - Basmİl/Tatar - Basyirt - Yemak - Qay - Yabaqu
(position reconstructed by the heIp of the River Yamar) - (Qirqiz is not on the
map.)
Among the names of the second list of tribes "middIing between South
and North" we only find Cömül and Maşın on the map. The CömÜı are
14

The name of the River Ili is given as Ila, "name of ariver Ithe Ilil. On its banks
camp two trİbes of the Turks, namely Yayma and Tuxsi, and a group of Cigil. it is
the 'JaYDün' (the "Oxus") of the Turk country" (K S8/DK i 125). The tribes
mentioned here belong to the second list of names; theyare not gİven on the map.
lt is interesting that Kasyarı calls the River Ili the "Oxus of the Turk country".
Perhaps he considered the region of the River Oxus (in his times at least partly
controlled by Seljuks and Karakhanids) not as part of the origina! "Turk country". If
in the "Turk country" the River Ili plays the role of the River Oxus in
Mawarannahr, for Kasyarı the (original) "Turk country" seems to be identical with
the lands of the former Western Turks, the TUrgas, and the On Oq.
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placed North East of the "deserts of Yemak" (jayafi Yemiik) and the Ötukan
and South East of the Qay at the western shores of the unnamed rİ ver whİch
flows İnto the triangular lake (see above). The MaşIn are according to the
map in the far East, separated by a bay from the land of the Uİyurs and
opposite to the island of Jabarqa, i.e. Japan. This could be aııuding to the
fact that MaşIn is same way connected with Korea and Manchuri'a, but this
can not be confirmed by the map. The region of the Uiyur and four of their
five towns lS are located West of MaşIn, and South of the Cömüı. The Yayma,
TuxsI, and a part of the Cigil liye according to the dictionary on the River Ili
(K S8/DK i ]25, see fn. ]4) close to where the Basmİl, Tatar and Basyirt are
shown on the map. If this İs cOlTect, the Yayma, TuxsI, and a part of the Cigil
may have lived as far North as the CömÜı but West of them. 16 We learn
about the Oyraq from the dictionary which explains that they liye in an
undefined "frontier district" called Qarll Yigac (K 72/DK i 144);
unfortıınately, we can not place it on the map. The Carııq "inhabit: Barcuq the
city of Afrasiyab, in which he imprisoned Bfzan son of Nebuchadnezzar" (K

15

Sulmı, Qöcö, Janbaliq and Besbaliq, but not YmJi Baliq; for the towns of the Uiyur
see K 69/DK i 140.

16

Cigil is the "name for three groııps ({mvet{/) of the Turks. The first is a nomadic
people inhabiting: QUYA'S Qayös, a smail district beyand Barsyan" (K 198199/DK i 30 I). On the map we find BarSyaIl (BRSQ'N) in the soııthwestern corner
of the inner rectangular of the central mountain complex. Under the heading Qayös
we find: "name of the country of Tuxsi and Cigil. it is three fortresses." (K 520/0K
II 238); perhaps the locatian of these three fortresses is symbolized on the map by
three unnamed points east of Barsyan. The second meaning of Cigil is said to be "a
smail district near Tm·az. it is the original referent of this name. Thus: When J2il-1
Qarnayn came to the land of Aryu the c10uds loosed their foıınts and the road
became muddy, and this caused him difficuIty. He said in Persian: ın Cigil ({sf
meaning 'What is this mud (m.ö höd..ö !-tın) - there's no escaping it!' So he ordered
a building to be constructed in that spot, and they built the fortress Uıi.yıı) that is
called Cigif to this day. The place was called by that name; then the Turks who
sett\ed there were called: Ôgilı and this name spread after that. Now the Oyuz, since
their lands bordered on this fortress, ıısed to fight the Cigil continually - the
enmity between the two peoples persists to the present - and so these called all
Turks who dressed in the manner of the C igil by that name. That is to say, the
Oyuz called all the Turks from the Jay~iln (Oxus) to Upper Şın: Cigif - but this İs
an error." lt remains unclear whether "dressing in the manner of the Cigil" has to do
with the qiymac bö,.k 'a white cap of fine goats-hair worn by the Cigil' (K S22/DK
II 240). The third use of Cigi! is to designate a group of villages near Kasyar (K
198-199; DK i 301).
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ı 91/

DK i 292) which can not be found on the map. The realm of the Ta1Jut
and Şın can be somehow localized on the map by the help of information
given under the heading sın Istature, height; gravel (K S04/DK LI 218). There
we find Qatün Sını La city between Ta1Jut and ŞIni. Qatün Sını can be found
on the map East of the Uighur region and West of the MaşIn peninsula.
Thus we may conclude that Ta1Jut and ŞIn also were East of the Uighurs (and
probably West of MaşIn), which is in accordance with our knowledge aboııt
the geographical 10catİon of the histOl'ical Tangııt and Qitaıi (ŞIn = Xitay =
Liao) (see 3. ı .2). In any case we can not assume that the second list is a
South-to-North list in the strict sense of the word. The tribes given at the
beginning of the list (Cömül, Yayma, Tuxsı, and a part of the Cigil) are
located farther North than those at its end; only the Barsyan and Kasyar Cigil
are at more or less the same geographical height as Uiyur and MaşIn, perhaps
also like Ta1Jut and Şın. The expression IImiddIing between South and
North ll has to be taken in a much broader sense and appears from my point
of vİew only as an analogical counterpart to the West-to-East order of the
first list.
Of course one should approach the map added to the DIwan cautiously.
Obviously, one need to askhow should a correct map of Eurasia and parts of
Africa have been drawn in these times? Needless to say though, it is
remarkable that we find many discrepancies between the data given in the text
and on the map, which was added to the text for explanatory reasons.
Unfortunately, it is impossible to know whether some of the contradictions
date back both to the copying of the map and the text in the thirteenth
century.
and Tawyac Cwhich is MaşIn ) are
designated as Turkİc tribes. But as we know, the historical Xitay (Qitaıi) and
Tawyac spoke a (Para-)Mongolic 17 language, and the language of the Ta1Jut
is still unknown.

3.1.2 The Ta1Jut, Xitay Clwhich is

ŞınII)

ll

3.1.2.1 According to KasyarI, the Ta1Jut claimed IIto be of Arab

orİgin

l1

(K
602/DK II 334). Whİle ı have not found evidence to .confirm this, it
somehow connects them to the TUhiit, the Tibetans. 18 Kasyari writes that the
17

See JANHUNEN 2003.

18

As a

coıısequeııce

designatioıısfor

of later political developments Tanggut became one of the
the Tibetaııs and their country iıı Written Mongolian, see LESSING

1960.
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Tübüt trace their roots back to a Arab from Yemen named Tabit. KasI'ari tells
us: "A large tribe (jfl ... kalfr) in the lands of the Turks .... Theyare the
descendants of Tabİt. He was a man from Yemen who committed a erime,
then took fright and fled by sea to Şin. He found those regions to his liking
and settled there. His children niultiplied to such an extent that they took over
1500 parasangs from the lands (araç/ı) of the Turks. Theyare bordered on
the East by Şin, on the West by Qismir, on the North by Uighur, and on the
South by the Indian Sea. In their language, one still finds some Arabic words,
such as 'UMA' uma 'mother' (unun) and) ABA' aba 'father' (ab)" (K
ı 79/DK i 276). While this genealogy is incorrect, at least theyare not
designated as a Turkic tribe by Kası,arı, but only living in the lands of the
Turks. 19 The latter remark again ties TaIJut and Tübüt closer together. In the
introduction of the Diwan, Kasl'arı tells us: "The second class are such as
Khotan, Tübüt and some of Tangut-this class are settlers in the lands of the
Turks." (K 24/DK I 83). As mentioned above, the language of the TaIJut is
still unknown. That the TaIJut are listed among the Turkic tribes should not
be taken as a sign that theİr language was supposedly of so-called Altaic type
as has be en assumed in the past (even if there is a smaIl chance that it is
possible; see also 4.1). As we can see from the Tübüt example, Kasl'arı's
linguistic knowledge was of medieval type. it may be doubted that categories
like agglutination, one of the main characteristics of the Altaic morphology,
or even more sophisticated categories of modern linguistics played a role for
him. if he includes speakers of languages of so-called Altaic type !ike Xitay
and Tawl'ac in his list of Turkic tribes, it most probably is by pure
coincidence from the linguistic point of view. Most likely there were special
common traces of lifestyle, social and military organization, and perhaps
special relations to the Turks proper which made peoples worthy of
becoming entitled as Türk by Kasl'ar!. Taking in account what is said about

ı9

As to their language, KasyarI tells us in the introduction that they have a language
of their own (K 24/DK i 83). According to Klaus SAGASTER (information by email, 27.11.2003), KasyarI is right with the word for 'father', which in Tibetan
written language is a-plw (modern pronunciation aba; in classİcal literary texts
pha). The word for 'mother' is a-ma İn Tibetan wrİtten language (modern
pronunciation ama; in classical literary texts ma). Thus Klaus SAGASTER thinks
that the form uma given by KasyarI may go back to a mishearing or misspelling or
is (not so probable) an obscure dialect form.
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the use of the designation Cigil by the Oyuz (see fn. 14) it mayaıso have
been a characteristic of clothing. 2o The same considerations hold true for the
Tatar, Qay, Basmil, CömÜı, Xitay and Tawyac.

3.1.2.2 The Xitay are without a doubt identical with the (Para-)Mongolic
Qitan, whish still at Kasyari's times ruled Northern China and were known as
the Liao dynasty. Tawyac (= MaşIn) is according to Kasyari "the name of
MaşIn. it lies beyond Şın a distar.ı.ce of four months' travel." There follows
some information about Şın, which i shall relate to below. Kasyarı contİnues:
"Tawyac - the name of a tribe of the Turks who settled in in those regions"
(K 22S/DK i 341); "those regions" must be a part of Şın. The Tawyac of
Kasyarı may have been direct successors of the ancİent Para-Mongolic
Tavyac, which ruled Northern China' as Northern Wei dynasty from the
fourtlı to sixth centurİes. But until now, i have no hint that they have more in
common other than their name.
As we have seen, KasyarI associates Xitay with Şın. Additionally, he gives
Xitay as the 'name of Up per Şın' (K 550/ DK II 274), Barxan is the 'name of
Lower Şın. it İs a fortress (/Jişn) on a mountaİn top near Kasyar.' (K 219/DK
i 329). The latter matches the information given under the lemma kand. There
he states 'Kasyar is called ordu kand meaning 'city of residence, since
Afrasiyab used to reside ther~ because of its fine air; it is Lower Şın.' (K
173/DK i 270). Under the lemma Tawyac (K 22S/DK i 341), we find some
further information about Şın. Şın was "originally threefold": in the East
"Upper Şın", which is Tawyac; in the middle is Xitay; and Lower Şın ist
Barxan, "the vicinity of Kasyar. But now Tawyac is known as MaşIn, and
Xitay as Şın, i.e. a shift in the usage of the names. The derivation Şını of Şın
also appears here in connection with Tat Tawyac "meaning Uiyur (which is
Tat) and Şını (which is Tawyac)" ,21 i.e. here he obviously implements the

20

21

That dressing manners could be used to identify at least some of the tribes becomes
dear, e.g., by the remark on kamiik 'a fabric (nasfj) of cotton, embroidered and
striped, used for mantles and, by the Qifcaq, for raineoats' (K ı 97/DK i 300, in the
index of proper names in DK III 24 ı wrongly given as K ı 87). See also fn. 16.
it should be mentioned that the ııse of Tawrac for Şını is in aecordance with the use
of the name Tavyac for "Chinese" in the Orkhon inseriptions. The memory of the
Tavyac/Northern Wei has also survived in some expressions given by KasyarI:
"Any manufaetured item that is aneİent and imposing (ida kana qadfman (a?-ınıan)
is ealled tawrac adi ... The word is also used for kings: tawrac xan meaning "of
great and inveterate rule (a(im al-mulk wa-qadfnıuhu)" (K 228/DK 1341).
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previous meaning "Upper ŞIn" for Tawyac, but leaving out the "Upper".
After having discussed same compounds containing Tawyac (see fn. 21) he
returns to T~t Tawyac and reports: "by 'Tat' they mean 'Persian (al-farisf) ,,
and by 'Tairtile' they mean 'Turk." In my opinion, the more correct usage is
what I have mentioned [above]. The latter is used in the lands of Islam; the
former in that place. Both are carrect".
Here the information given by Kasyarı is not contradictory, but given
incoherently and distributed to different parts of the dictionary. if we
summarize all the information, we can say that during Kasyarı's time Xitay is
Upper (f--- "Middie") ŞIn, Barxan/Kasyar is Lower ŞIn, Tawyac is MaşIn (f--Upper ŞIn). Tawyac mayalsa be called ŞInI in opposition to Uiyur which
mayalsa be called Tat in the "ŞIn regions". At the same time farther to the
West, in the Muslim regions, Tat is alsa used for "Persian", Tawyac for
"Turk".
3.2. Besides the names of twenty "Turkic" tribes given in the introduction, we
find same more so-called Turkic tribes mentioned in the DIwan.
3.2.1 There are the Qarluq, of which Kasyarı gives us same dialect materials,
but no geographical information; neither do they appear on the map. The
Qarluq are characterized as follows: "a tribe of the Turks. Theyare namads,
not Oyuz, but theyare alsa Turkman." (K 238/DK I 353). The Oyuz are
designated as Oyuz-Türkman aıready in the introduction (K 20/DK i 82).
Under the heading Oruz we find: "a tribe of the Turks; the Türkman" (K
40/DK I 101); vice versa we find under Türkman: 'theyare the Oyuz.' (K
622/DK II 362). Thus the Türkman should (at least) contain the Qarluq and
the Oyuz. Unfortunately we do not get any further information about theİr
relation to each other. Furthermore, we hear that the Türkman originally
consisted of 24 tribes, but the two tribes of the Xalac are different from them
and separated in mythical early times (K 624/DK II 363). The 22 Türkman
tribes could be identical with the 22 tribes, the names of which appear under
the lemma Oraz (because Türkman and Oyuz are identical), but see fn. 13. if
so, the question arises, if the Qarluq are a group of the Türkman, why are
they not included in the list.
their
3.2.2 In relation to the Xalac, we do not get any essential
land is not marked on the map. Therefore we can not say anything about a
http://www.turkdilleri.org
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connection with the people of Aryu, which are according to DOERFER (1987),
the precursors of the modern non-Oghuz Khalaj İn Central Iran (they may
alsa to be connected with the Oghuz Khalaj group s in modern Iran). There is
no direct connection between the people of Aryu and Xalac mentioned by
Kası,ari. Geographical notes on the Land of Aryu helps to place it on the map
between Tiraz and Balasal'ün (K 76/DK i 151). Interpreting Kasyarıls Dü-l
Qarnayn story on the ethnogenesis of the Türkman and Xalac (K 62325/DK II 362-3), DOERFER (ı 987, 113f.) comes to the conclusian that Aryu
and Xalac are the same peopl.:-like "tiirkman = ayıtz". DOERFER may be
correct in his analysis, but different from the case of Ol'uz-Türkman, KasyarI
does not provide us with any information about the relatian between the two
groups.

3.2.3 Far in the West, we hear about two other sources of Turkic linguistic
materials - Suvar (under Saxsfn, "a city near Bulyar. it is Suvar. ii, K
220/DK i 330) and Bulyar ("a well known city of the Turks", K 229/DK i
343). Both places are marked on the map north of babr Abiskün.

3.2.4 Furthermore we find the Turkic tribes Adgis ,..., Agd.is İn Özjand in the
Ferghana Valley (K 61/DK i 129), Aramüt la tribe of the Turks near Uighurl
(K 81/DK i 159), Kiicat la tribe (jfl) of Turks, who have been settled (uskfnu)
in Khwarizm (K 180/DK i 277), and Bulaq or Alka Bulaq perhaps
samewhere in the Qifcaq region or close to them. 22

3.2.5 The Kancak are als o designated as la tribe of the Turksi (K 241/DK i
357). But in the introductory part KasyarI tells us about them: "You do find
ha) in the speech of Khotan, sİnce it is of Indian origin; and in the speech of
Kancak as well, since it is not Turkic" (K 7/DK 73). This information warns
us again ascribing any (modern) linguistic value to Kasyarıls remarks.
Especially in this case, we most probably have to interpret this remark in a
socio-political or a very comman cultural way.
4. Let us now take a look at KaSI'afllS remarks on the languages of the

22

um

See K 1911DK i 291: BUlliq LA tribe
of the Turks. The Qifcaq took them
captive, then God (may He be exalted) caused them to be released and they came to
be called Alkü BuWq. The vowel is long or short l ; see also K 77/DK i 152: Alka
Bulliq La tribe of the Turks'.
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4.1 Among the tribes and regions mentioned in the introduction, in the two
lists, we learn about MaşIn (Tawyac) and Şın (Xitay): "The people of MaşIn
and of Şın have a language of their own, although the sedentary population
knows Turkic well and their correspondence with us İs in the Turkic script.
Perhaps this Turkic speaking sedentary population is to be connected with
some Uighur groups which fled to the Qitan after the Uighur steppe-empire
was crushed by the Ancient Kirghiz around 840. The nomadic CömÜı have a
"gibberish (rafana) of their own, but alsa know Turkic." Each of the Qay,
Yabaqu, Tatar, and Basmil "has its own language, but they also know Turkic
well" (K 2S/DK i 83). At these times the Qay, and Tatar probably still spoke
(Para-)Mongolic languages (see, e.g., GOLDEN 1992, 164); this mayaıso be
true for the Yabaqu (GOLDEN 1992,230). While i have little information
about the languages of the Cömül and Basmil, their names seem to be derived
with the same suffix -mIl, so they might have had languages of a similar type
- but this is mere speculation. 23 The language of the TalJut is still unknown.
Probably it was not a Turkic language. Otherwise the attempts to decipher
their texts should have been more fruitful.
Thus about 40 % of the so-called Turkic tribes listed in the introduction
were linguistically not Turks, even if they, or at least parts of them, spoke
more or less good TUfkic. The question remains, which concept of being
Turk or being a Turkic tribe is used by Kasyarı' Was it a question of
speaking an agglutinative ı~tigüage? Most likely, it was a political-cultural
concept, which could be applied even on non-Turkic tribes, if they had
somehow found a place in the Turkic cultural sy,stem, see also 3.1.2.1.
4.2 Among the group s of which we know that they spoke a kind of Turkic,
the Uiyur are said to speak pure Turkic. In addition, they speak another
language among themselves. 24 The Qirqiz, Qifcaq, Oyuz, TuxsI, Yayma, Cigil,

23
24

Perhaps the nanıc Basmil has survived in the name of the mythical Musma/ or
Mosmal mentioned by BUTANAEV (1999, 64), see SCHöNIG (forthcoming).
TEKELI (1986, 7) erroneously writes that "the Uygurs spoke Turkish and used the
Turkish alphabet, but they also had different dialects like Comul Isic! I, Hay Isic! ı,
Yakubi Isic!l, Tatar and BasmiL." More correct in TEKELI (1985, 6): "...
Uygurlarının öztürkçe Isic!1 konuştuklarını, Comillsic! ı, Hay Isic! I, Yakunbi
Isic!], Basmil'lerin de ayrı bir ağızları olduğunu .... vurgulamıştır".
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Oyraq and Caruq spoke "a pure Turkic, a single language"; the languages of
Yemak and Basyirt are close to these (K 2S/DK i 83). Probably they spoke
medieval Norm Turkic. 25 The languages of Bulyar, Suvar and of the Bacanak
are "Turkic of a single type, with clipped ends"26 (K 2S/DK i 84). They
seem to have been medieval Bulgar Turks (see also DOERFER 1987). lt is not
clear from the few examples in the Diwan what "clipped ends" means. But
with respect to modern Chuvash, we may assume that at least so me word
final elements had been lo st İn their language. Medieval Bulgar Turkic
probably had-contrary to the other Turkic languages-a stress on the first
syHable, which in comparison to other Turkic languages gaye the impression
of weakened (or zero) pronunciation of the last syHables.
Kasyarı does not provide very much information about the Turkic of the
Türkman, Xalac und Qarluq. But if his information about the internal
relations of theses tribes are of any linguistic value, we may assume that at
least the Türkman spoke Oyuz (because theyare identical with them). The
Qarluq may have spoken a kind of Oyuz (because theyare said to be
Türkınan), but perhaps they were only a political or cultural part of them and
had a language of theİr own (because they were at the same time not Oyuz).
The Xalac may have spoken a language of their own, because they were
different from the Türkman, but this is uncertain sİnce a connection with the
Oyuz is never mentianed.
4.3 As for the Aggis "" Aggis, Aramüt, Kücat and (Alka) Bulaq, we can not
say anything, because Kasyarı gives no dialect materials and does not
comment on their language. Perhaps they did not even speak Turkİc, even
though Kasyarı designates them as Turkic tribes - as İn the case of the
Kancak!

5. lt is also interesting to take a look at Kasyarı's personal judgements on the
qualities of the varİous Turkic dİalects, some of whİch are based on linguistic
criterİa. Thus the Oyuz speak the "lightest of the dialects". Yayma and Tuxsı,
together with those who dwell on the rivers Ili (according to the map (a group
of) Cigil and the originally non-Turkic speaking Tatar, see 3.1.1), lrtysh
(according to the map the Yemak, see 3.1.1), Yamar (according to information
İn the dictionary the originally non-Turkic speaking Yabaqu; no other tribe is

25

For the expressian "Norm Turkic" see SCHöNIG ı 999.

26

For different translations of maJ:ıd.rifa al-atraf'ala nama! wiJ~lid see DK i 84, fn.3.
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mentioned to live there, see 3.1.1) and Atil (Volga) (according to the map the
Qifcaq)27 "as far as the country of Uiyur", speak the "most correct"
dialects. 28 it is interesting that - if my interpretation of Kasyari's data is
right - we find among the tribes which speak "most correct" dİalects,
besides original Turkic speakers like Yayma, TuxsI, Cigil, Yemak, Basyirt and
Qifcaq tribes, which had an own language- Tatar and Yabaqu. Of course my
interpretation may be wrong, but perhaps these two tribes became simply
Turkicized under the influence of "most correct" speakers.
The Xiiqiinf kings "and those who associate with thern" speak "most
elegant" (K 2S/DK i 84). At first, it is somehow astonishing that "correct" is
not an attribute of the language of the Xaqanı rulers, therefore "most elegant"
may be of higher value and includes "correctness".29 The concept of
elegance is explained in another way by the following statement of Kasyari:
"The most elegant of the dialects belong to those who know onlyone
language, who do not mix wİth Persians, and who do not customarily settle İn
other countries" (K 24/DK i 83), İ.e. those of the Turks who have retained
their nomadie lifestyle. Here (according to DK i 46) Kasyarı İn analogy
applies the methods and standards of Atabic philologians who assumed the
Bedouin usage of Arabic as more conservative and origina!. Does this mean
that the XaqanI kings spoke the same way the nomadic Turks did? i think we
have to assume that Kasyari's concept of "elegance" İs a compound one: the
Xaqanı kings spoke "most elegant", because for him their court was setting
the standard; at the same time the nomadic Turks spoke "most elegant"
because of their remoteness and İsolation from others "untouchedness"
(according to the standards of Arabic philologians).
The language of Kasyarı's Oyuz sponsors had no chance to achieve the
attribute "correct". About Oyuz Turkic, we learn under the lemma öran 'bad
27

28

29

Even if Suvar and Bulyar are-according to the map-also close to River Atil
(River Volga), we may exclude them from the circle of speakers of "most correct"
dialects, because their Turkic had "clipped ends", see 4.2.
TEKELI (1985, 6) wrongly translates that "en iyi Türkçenin Oğuzlar, .. ,
konuştuğunu vurgulamıştır". This became even more incorrect in the English
translation: "Mahmud concIuded that the best Turkish was spoken by Oğuz and
Yağma tribes (TEKELI 1986,7); at least the passage on Tuxsi and Yayma was
correct İn TEKELI (1985, 6): "... en doğrusunu Toki Isic!1 ve Yağmaların
konuştuğunu vurgulamıştır ",
According to DK i 44 "in practice the judgment of 'correctness' and 'elegance' often
go together ... ",
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(radt)': "When the Oyuz mixed with the Persians they forgot many Turkic
words and used Persian instead." (K 51/DK i 115). Under turma 'radish' we
find in connection with the Oyuz word ga§ür for 'radish' ("which they
borrowed from the Persİans"): "When they mİxed with the Persians they
forgot same of their own language and used Persian in its place" ~ there
follow same examples (K 217/DK i 326). Not without reason-perhaps to
equilibrate the disadvantage of Persification-he goes on: "Know that the
Oyuz are refined. They use nouns and verbs in isolation that the Turks use
only in paired expressions, as a branch or subordinate is joined to its root.
For example, the Turks say to mean 'he mixed two things': qatti qardi qatti is the root in the matter of mixing two things; qardi is subordinate to it.
The Oyuz say: qardi for mixing two things, leaving off the root. Similarly,
the Turks say aç1gü yawltiq - aç1gü is 'goad'; - yawZaq İs 'bad' and is used
paired with aç1gü not alone. The Oyuz use it alane." Thus the language of the
Oyuz may not be "most carrect" or "elegant", but the "lightest" and are
additionally "refined"30 so that the relatian between the Karakhanids, the
rulers of Kasyarı's homeland, and the Oyuz Seljuks, his new rulers, is
equili brated.

6. To learn something about Kasyarı's attitude towards Persians, one can take
a look at the use of the word Tat. As i have previously mentioned, we find
under Tawyac the expressian Tat TawyaG'( 'Uighur (which is Tat) and Şını
(which is Tawyac)'; Tat alsa means 'Persian', Tawgac is 'Türk' (K 228/DK i
341). Under Tat we alsa fjnd the meanings 'Persian (ftirist)-among most of
the Turks' and 'Uighur infidels (ka/ara uyyur)-among the Yayma and Tuxsi'
(K 406/DK II 103) (i.e. tribes speaking most carrect). There we alsa find the
saying Tatiy kozra tikanig tüpra '(strike) the Persian on the eye, (cut) the
thorn at its roots'. After having mentioned the original meaning of Tat
Tawyac 'Uighurı and Şını', Kasyarı states: "The proverb [above] alsa
originally refers to them, because they lack loya1ty; just as the thorn should
be cut at its root, so the Uighurı should be struck on the eye". (K 406/DK II
ı 03). There foIlows anather proverb which-or the interpretation of whichexhibit Tat exclusively in the meaning 'Persian': tatsiz türk boZmas ba,'{:siz
börk bolmas 'there is no Persİan except in the company of a Turk, Uust as)
there İs no cap unless there İs a head to put it on' (K 407/DK II 103), i.e. with

30

Of course, one may ask why it is refined to "use nouns and verbs in isolation."
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a wrong translation.3 ı The same proverb also appears under börk (K
ı 76fDK i 273),32 where it is translated as: 'A Turk is never without a Persİan
Uust as) a cap is never without a head'. Without a doubt, the second
translation, which is more positive towards the Persians than the Turks, is the
correct one. The right translation appears under the "unpolitical" lemma börk,
whereas the incorrect, "anti-Persian" translation appears under the "political"
lemma Tat. Perhaps this proverb goes back to a time when relations between .
Persians and Turks were better and the Turks were more self-ironicaL. Maybe
the proverb is coined not on Turks in general but on those who mix with the
Persians (e.g. the Oyuz). Perhaps KasyarI (or the copyist) has produced the
anti-Persian translation of the proverb to harmonize it somehow with the
proverb which he cites under a second lemma tat 'rust that appears on a
sword, or other' (K 407 fDK II 103) following the Tat discussed above. The
proverb says qilic tatiqsa ıs yuncır ar tatiqsa at tincır 'When rust overtakes a
sword, the condition (of the warrior) suffers, Uust as) when a Turk assumes
the morals of a Persian his flesh begins to stink'. Here he again gives an
incorrect translation: for ar he translates 'Turk' instead of 'man'. Of course
the wrong, tendentious translation of the proverb and the wrong translation of
ar may be mistakes of the copyist. But what we can c1early see is the antiPersian attitude of Kasyarı which he had most probably imported from his
Karakhanid homeland. Before the Oyuz came to power the Karakhanids had
to struggle with the rulers of Gazna, which were Turks, but adopted the
Persİan culture of the majority of theirsubjects. Firdawsı's Sah-nama which
is said to be sponsored by Mal)müd von Gazna, can be considered as a piece
of propaganda art reminding its readers to the mythical fights between Iran
(now represented by the rulers of Gazna) and Turan (the Karakhanids). The
Karakhanids did not hesitate to join this game and adopted the name of
Afrasiyab, the leader of Turan. 33 Thus, despite the fact that his new Seljuk

3ı

32
33

See also DK II ı 03, fn. ı: "Thus the Arabic: la yakünu l-Jarisı illa wa-yuxalitu tturka should be reversed to accord with the Tıırkic."
Here we find a different notation tatsız türk bolmas büssız börk bolmüs.
In the Diwan we find, e.g., Wrim 'the title by whichone addresses princes (takükın)
and those princesses (xawatfn) , and others, great or small, who descend from
Afrasiyab. This term is ıısed only for the sons of Khaqani kings, and for no one
else, however great. One says altun tarim when addressing princesses.' (K ı 99/DK I
302), tegın 'slave (abd) .. , Then this word became a title pııre and simple for the
sons of the Khaqaniyya ... , The reason why this name was transferred from the
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masters are somehow "infected" by the "Persian disease", for him as a Turk
of noble Karakhanid offspring a Persian is as bad as an İnfidel Uighur, both
are Tat.
7. There are also some problems in the dialect materials. Here i shall discuss
only some selected problems in the field of phonetics. Whereas some of the
problematic notations and formulations may go back to the later copyist,
problem s on the systemic level most probably go back to Kasyar! himself.

7.1 The tendeney to change initial b- to m-, if anasal stands at the first
syllable border, aıready appears in the early Old Turkic period. Kasyar! tells
us, that "the Oyuz, Qifcaq and Suvarın change every inİtial mfm to bti" (K
26/DK i 85), i.e. he considers the more frequent but secondary m-forms as
the basic forms-perhaps also because theyare used by the tribes of the
Karakhanıd state. He goes on with examples, in which forms like man
bardim 'I went' and mun 'broth' are ascribed to "the Turks", whereas Oyuz,
Qifcaq and Suvar say ban bardum and bun. Under ban 'I' the form is
designated only as "Oyuz dialect" (K i 69/DK I 267). Besides we find man
'I' in "Turk dialect" (K 171/DK I 268)~ there follows mün 'soup' without any
hint to a b-form (K 171/DK i 268). The explanation for the occurence of b İn
Oyuz, Qifcaq and Suvar where other Turkic dialects have m- is very short and
needs some interpretation by the reader. As i said before, Kasyarl'S
explanation only covers constellations wİth initial b- before anasal at the first
sy llable border. Otherwise no initial m would exist İn the three dialects in
question. Besides, Kasyarı has noted cases, İn which especially Oyuz has mbefore nasal consonants, e.g. mandar 'a plant which winds around trees and
causes them to dry up - "bindweed ('asaqa)." Oyuz dialect' (K 230/DK
343) and milJar 'spring of water ('ayn aZ-ma\ Oyuz dialect' (K 608/DK II
342) ,..., milJar (K 603/DK II 335~ see also K 567/DK II 294, sub coqra-).

slaves to the sons of Afrasiyab is simply that ... (K 208f.1DK i 314), and qfiz
'name of the daughter of Afrasiyab. She is the one who built the city of Qazvın.
The root-form of this İs Qfiz oyni meaning "Qaz's playground (mul'ab)", since she
used to liye there and play. For this reason same of the Turks reckon Qazvın within
the borders of the Turk lands. Alsa the city of Qum, since qum in Turkic is "sand
(ram!)" and this daughter of Afrasiyab used to hunt there and frequent it. Others of
them reckon [the borders] from Marv as-Sahijan since her father T01Ja Alp Ar who is Afrasiyab - built the city of Marv, ... ' (K 509f.1DK II 225).
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Even if Kasyarl is incorrect in his analysis, i believe only tried to deseribe the
situation with genuine Turkic words. The words with initial m- in Oyuz seem
to be loanwords. In cases, in which he only wants to point to a special form
or meaning of a Turkic word in Oyuz different from its form or meaning in
other Turkic languages, he perhaps kept the "regular" notation with m (see
DOERFER ı 987, 107). The example ol mani alJar salturdi 'he ordered the
credit to be transferred to me and charged against him (amara bi-I-if:ıala II
(alayhi)' (K 360/DK II 55) is such a case - it shows mani instead of
expected Oyuz bani, but is designated as "Oyuz dialect".
Kasyarl has also noted data of b- '""' m-changes before nasals farther back
than the first syllable border. Thus we find for Oyuz büküm atük 'boot worn
by women'. He continues: "Others say mükim or mükin, changing the ba) to
mfm and the final mfm to nün; I think this is not genuine; nevertheless, the
Qifcaq and other crude peoples use this word." (K 199/DK I 302). Here he
again contradicts his own rule that Oyuz, Qifcaq and Suvar have b instead of
m by citing am-form which is designated as Qifcaq.
7.2 Furthermore KasyarI states, that "the Oyuz and those who follow them
change every ta) to dal" (K 26/DK I 85); unfortunately he does not say who
these followers are. The examples he provides are the Oyuz words dava
'cameI' (see also K 544/DK II 267)34 and ud 'hole', where the Türk (whatever
that means in this context, see 1) say tewe and ut (see also K 34/DK I 93).
He continues: "[However,] most dals among the genuine Turks correspond
to ta) in Oyuz dialect." Examples for this counter rule are Turkic bögda
IdaggerI (see also K 2 ı O/DK I 3 ı 7) and yigdii 'service tree' (see also K
457/DK II 162) versus Oyuz bögta and yigta. As we can see the rules given
by Kasyarl do not take into account the different positions within a word or a
syllable of the sounds in question.Like in the case of b and m these rules
demand further interpretation.
The correspondence "word-initial Oyuz d- = Türk t-" covers a large
percentage of cases from Old AnatoHan Turkic on up to modern times. In the
initial position of the second syllable, for which Kasyarl gives examples for
the counter rule, we find some exceptions İn his own materials. Examples are
the cognates of early Old Turkic causative forms in -tXz (see ERDAL 1991),
e.g. ol malJa lS bildüzdi 'he informed me to find the thing' (K 368/DK II 63).
34

For the graphical variants of this word see DK III ı 88; for questions eonneeted with
this variations see DOERFER (1987, ı 07).
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Here he comments: "This is Oyuz and goes against the rule; it İs not used by
the Turks". But we do not know, whether he means that the use of ad-form
or the use of the causative suffix -tXz is "against the rule". The example ol
tawar alduzdi 'he [let his property be taken; it was] plundered or stolen
(lıuriba, suliba)' (K 312/DK II 9) is introduced by the remark that "the Oyuz
sametimes have zay instead of ra)", i.e. he explains the causative suffix -tXzas a side form of the suffix -DUr-. Thus we may assume that in the case of
bildüz- he alsa means that the use of -tXz- is "against the rule". On the other
hand he does not comment on bulduz-, which precedes bildüz- in the
dictionary (K 368/DK II 63). Thus this question remains open.
7.3 For early Old Turkic -d(-) Kasyarı states that "the Yayma, Tuxsi, Qifcaq,
Yabaqu, Tatar, Qay, Cömül and Oyuz all agree in changing every dotted dal
to ya). They never pronounce it çlaı." (K 27/DK i 85) His examples are
qaçjjlJ 'birch tree' and qad.in '... in law', which are pronounced as qayilJ and
qayin in the dialects in question. Furthermore he says that the d. of the Cigil
and other Turks (whatever that means, see 1) "is changed to zay by same of
Qifcaq, Yemak, Suvar and Bulyar and those [in the area] stretching to Rüs
anel Rüm" (K 27/DK i 85). His examples are ad.aq ,..., azaq 'foot' and qarin
tariti 'his belly was full' ,..., tozdi. He underscores the general validity of this
rule with the words: "You may form the other nouns and verbs by analogy
with these examples." Of com'se there is a problem with the Qifcaq, which
are listed among the "y-Turks", whereas at least same of them are said to be
"z-Turks". But this may be not really a problem of Kasyarı's reliability. The
Qifcaq lived in a huge area. Judging from later and modern data they should
have been y- Turks, but their most western exponents might have been under
influence of neighboring z-Turkic groups of Suvar and Bulyar (and perhaps
Bacanak, ın his times "stretching to Rus and Rum"?). This is stressed by
DOERFER (1987, 106, fn. 5) who points to the fact that one part of the Qi'fcaq
is located close to the Suvar on the map. There is even anather possibility, if
we keep İn mind that there is a connection between Qifcaq and Yemak.
Kasyarı tells us about the Yemak: "a tribe of the Turks; theyare considered
by us to be Qifcaq, but the Qifcaq Turks reckon themselves a different
party." (K 456/DK II 16 ı). As mentioned before, the Yemak pronounced z
instead of y. Thus we may assume that there had been a closer connection
between Qifcaq (at least the "z-Qifcaq") and the Yemak which was denied by
the Qifcaq for same unknown reasons in Kasyarı's times. In these times the
http://www.turkdilleri.org
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Yemak settled at River Artis. The only re cent z-Turks, the Yenisey-Turks (the
Khakas (including the Fu-yü Turks) and the Shor) and the Yellow Uighur,
liye farther East. Perhaps at least parts of the Yemak played some role in the
glottogenesis of languages of these groups. DOERFER (1987, 113) classifies
the Yemak as "(echtes) Q'ifcaq" [re al Q'ifcaq] despite the fact that theyare "zTurks" (according to KasyarI), but he gives no reason for this classification.
In the case of the before mentioned tod- the entrance in the dictİonary has
the example manig qarin tödti 'my belly is full (§abi(a)' (K 633/DK LI 375).
Under toy- we find: "qarin toydi 'th~ belly was satiated (sabi'a)'. Hs rootform is: todti-the da:l İs changed to ya:) as we mentioned; colloquial (? luya
al-qawm)." (K 552/DK II 277) The question arİses, whether dialects, which
normally had çi, in colloquial language at least sometimes used y. Other
examples for to çi- and its derivations do not exhibit y-forms. Ahother
entrance in the Dıwan which again breaks Kasyarı's own rules is adruq.
Kasyari writes: "a word meaning 'other (yayr) , in Oyuz dialect. The Turks say
adin for 'other'" (K 62/DK I 130); in addition, he gives ayruq "a variant
meaning 'other" (K 69/DK I 140), without saying whether it is Oyuz or
whatever. We may assume that Kasyarı in the case of Oyuz açiruq put the
stress on the structure of the word, and not on the single sounds. Thus he
kept the çi which for him was the normal, original sound, see his general
remark on d.. > y given above. But what about ayruq then? Was it a
"colloquial" variant of açiruq as was toy- of tod?
8. I hope that I was able to demonstrate that the data İn the Dıwan of KasyarI
must be treated very carefully and wİth interpretation. Once this İs done,
mİstakes and unclear passages arise. Further, we witness types of cultural
and political propaganda or other deviations from reality. But, in general, we
should not accuse Kasyari of beİng careless, uninformed or purposely lying.
He put together a book of linguistic and folkloristic knowledge, which is
unique not only in the Islamic world, but throughout the Medieval world. He
lived in the Middle Ages, without all the knowledge of data and methods of
which we can use today. And he was a human being with the natural right to
make mistakes and the tendeney to teıı a personal version of realityand truth,
whenever it seems to be necessary. AdditionalIy, we have to keep in mind that
some of the mistakes may be attributed to mistakes in reproducing the text.
Despite the errors, contradictions, and deviations from reality, his DIwan
remains one of the most important sources of Turkic language histery.
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